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METHODS FOR COMPUTING OPTIMAL CONTROLSOLUTIONS
ON THE SOLUTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROLPROBLEMS AS
MAXIMIZATION PROBLEMS
BY RAY C. FAIR*
In this paper the problem of obtaining optimal controLs fin econometricmodels is rreaud io a simple
unconstrained nonlinear maxinhi:ation pi oblein. Iarious inaximizat ion algorithms aretested, and the
results indicate that quite large problems can be solied. i-or deterininisticproblems a appears feasthle to
compute optimal controls for most econometric modelsencountered in practice. Stochastic prohlem.s can
also he solred by the approach of this paper by means of stochastic simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
There appears to he among many economiststhe view that the computation of
optimal controls for moderate- to large-scalenonlinear econometric models is
not feasible. Pindyck [19], forexample, has questioned whether "nonlinear
optimization [is] worth all of the computationaldifficulty that it entails,"l and
Shupp [24] has stated that "the sizeand complexity of these models preclude
formal optimization."2 The results presented in this paper indicate that this view
is not correct, even for models of up to100 or 200 equations. The results suggest
that itis feasible to compute optimal controls for mosteconometric models
encountered in practice.3
Historically, optimal control problems have beenformulated in continuous
time and have been looked upon as problemsin choosing fimctions of time to
maximize an objective function. Fairlyadvanced mathematical techniques arc
required to solve these problems. Fordiscrete-time models, however, which
include virtually all large-scale econometricmodels, optimal control problems
can also be looked upon asproblems in choosing t-ariahles to maximize an
objective function. The number 0 variables tobe determined is equal to the
number of control variables times the numberof time periods chosen for the
problem. From this perspective, optimalcontrol problems are straightforward
maximization problems. and in attempting tosolve problems in this way. one
can take advantage of the recentadvances that have been made incomputational
algorithms for maximizing nonlinearfunctions of variables. This approach. of
treating optimal control problems asproblems of maximizing a nonlinear function
of variables, is the approach takenin this paper.
Department of Economics. Princeton University.I would like to thank Gregory C. Chow.
Kenneth D Garbade, Stephen M. Goldfeld, and Richard E.Quandt for many helpful comments.
Pindyck [19], P. 388.
2Shupp [24], p. 94.
See also Holbrook [13] for a method of controlling anonlinear system with a quadratic objectise
function.
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Assume that the model under consiikiationis deteruiinjstj'and has' equations. Write each equation for eachperiod of time as
(I) /,(j',.:,...v,,,) = ()
(=1, 1:
where r, is a vector of observations for periodt on the g endogeiiotjsvariables in the model, :, is a vector of observationsfor penod t on thenoncontrol, pre- determined variables in the model,.'s, is a vector of observati(-ins forperkt Ofl the control variables in the model,and z, is a vector ofnonzero parameters that arc included in equation i for period t. Thet subscripts inand I, allow forthe possihilitthat some parameters andsome functional forms are changingover tinie.5 Lagged endogenous variablesare included in the :, vector. T isthe total number of periods to be considered in thecont ml problem.
The model in this assumedto he such that, for each t, givenvalues for .,, and, (1 = I g), one can solve numerically forr,. In practice, most large-
scale econometric modelsarc solved each period bysonic version of the Seidel method.Further, one can frequentlyisolate eachcomponent of the, vector on one side of one equation, which greatly aidsm the solution of the model,lithe model issolved formore than one period, then the solutionvalues of theendogenotis
variables for previous periodsare used,'hen appropriate,as values for the lagged
endogenous variables in the:, vector. For linear models, ofcourse, values of t', are merely obtained from reducedform equations.
For a time horizon of Tperiods, the objective function,Ii. is taken to hea function of t',,:,, and.v, (1 = I, T)
(2) W = l,ft1,...,: ,..,, :j; .v
where W, a scalar, is thevalue of the objective functioncorresponding to values of v,. ;, and x, (t= I 7).
The optimal controlproblem for this discrete-time,deterministic model is to choose values of.x ,...,1 so as to maximize U'subject to the equation. constraints in (1). The givensof the problemare the value of each,,the values for each period of thepurely exogenous variables,and initial values for the lagged endogenous variables.Assume that .v.is of dinieiision k. so that thereare kT control values todetermine. Let x hea kicomponent vector denoting these values:- = (x ,...,x ). Now, foreach valtie of x,one can compute a value of U' by first solving themodel in (Ifor 1 and then using these values along with the values for: :and x to compifie U in(2). The optimal control problem can thus helooked uponas a problem in choosing variables(the elements of .v) to maximizean un('ofl,s(r(Jj,U'(/ nonlinearfunction By substitution,the con- strained maximizationproblem is transfornedinto the problem ofmaximizing
Stochastic modelsare discussed in Section7 It isassumed throuhut thispaper that theialucsof, andthe valuesofthec\ogcnous Var!ahJ in the :, vector areknownwith certainty
See. ror example,Fromn)and Ktein [iOJ.pp 373 382.
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an unconstrained function of the control variables:
11' =(tV).
wherestands for the mapping .v - .v, r1 ,...t',= ,.... IF. In general it
will not he possible to express v explicitly in terms of :1.x. and, sothat in
general it will not he possible to write W in (2) explicitly as a function ofx,.
and ,(t = I,.., T). Nevertheless, given values forand(1 = I .....Th
values of Wean be obtained numerically for dil1rent values of -c
There are many algorithms available for maxirriizing (or minimizing) non-
linear functions of variables. Since It' cannot in general be written as an explicit
function of x, it will in general be difficult to obtain analytically the partial deriva-
tives of/i with respect to the elements ofx. Therefore, in attempting to solve optimal
control problems by treating them as problems in maximizing a nonlinear function
of variables one will usually be required either to use algorithms that do not
require derivatives or else to compute derivatives numerically. Both approaches
have been followed for the results in Sections 4 and 5.
Algorithms that do not require derivatives arid algorithms for which deriva-
tives are obtained numerically spend most of their time doing function evaluations.
For the results in Sections 4 and 5, over 75 percent of the time was spent doing
function evaluations for all algorithms tried except in two cases, where the figures
were 52 and 53 percent. One function evaluation in the present contextcorresponds
to the solution of a g-equation model for T periods (plus therather trivial coin-
putation,oncey1 are determined, of Win(2)). It isthereforequite important
to sohe a model in the most efficient way possible, since for onesolution of the
optimal control problem a model will usually be solved hundreds or thousands
of times. Some suggestions are presented in Section 6 for efficient ways ofsolving
models.
Much of the engineering literature on optimal control is concerned with
continuous-time models and so is not of direct concern here. Polak [20]. however.
does present a good discussion of the discrete optimal control problem inengin-
eering.7 The discrete-time model considered by Polak differs from the standard
econometric model considered in this paper in that his model is already in reduced
form. In the notation of this paper, each component of ", would be written as an
explicit function of ;, x, and ,for Polak's model. The fact that the derivatives
of v, with respect to z and x1 can be directly obtained for Polak'smodel allows
Polak to obtain fairly easily the derivatives of the objective function with respect
o the values of the control variables. Polak also reportsthat the time horizon
for the problems he is considering may be as large as 1,000periods,8 which is
much larger than the time horizon for most problems ineconomics, where the
horizon is likely to be much less than even 100 periods. The discreteoptimal
control problem in economics is thus on the one hand easier than thecorresponding
problem in engineering in that the time horizon appears to be muchsmaller
and on the other hand more difficult in that analytic derivatives of theobjective
See especially pp. 66-71. See also Athans [I] for a discussion of the linear-quadratic-Gaussian
stochastic control problem for discrete-time models.
Polak [201, P. 67. Polak does not, however, report on any actual solutions of problemsof this
sort in his book.
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function with respect to the values of thecontrol variables are noteasyto obtain
because of the non-reduced..formnature of most cconometrk: models.
3. Tnt: COMPUTATIONAlAl.c;oRTinIsUsia
Three basic algorithms were used for theresults in Sections 4 and 5. Thefirst
is the 1964 algorithm of Powell [21],which does not require any derivatives.The
second is a gradient algorithm, whichrequires first derivatives. The thirdis the
quadratic hill-climbing algorithm of Goldfeld,Quandt, and Trotter [12], which
requires both first and second derivatives. Thegradient algorithm thatwas used
in this study is a member of theclass of algorithms considered byHuang [15].
The algorithms within this class basicallydiffer from each other in howthe
approximation to the inverse of the matrix ofsecond partial derivatives isupdated after each iteration. One memberof this class is the well-knownDFP variable metricalgorithm.'0Some results using the DFP algorithmare reported below,
but the main gradient algorithmthat was used in this study is theone that updates by means of the "rankone correction formula." H This algorithmappears to
give the best results. Some resultsusing one other member of theclass ofalgorit},s
considered by Huangarealso reported below.t 2All three ofthegradientalgorithms considered in this studyuse linear searches on each iteration.
All of the computerprograms were compiled in FORTRAN-Hand were run on an IBM 360-91 computerat PrincetonUniversity.'3All derivatives for the gradient and quadratichill-climbing algorithms werecomputed numerically. For the gradient algorithmsthe derivatives werecomputed in two ways. Forone set of runs derivatives were obtainedfor each iteration bycomputing two function
evaluations per variable, eachvariable being perturbed byequal amounts around
the value available from theprevious iteration. For the otherset of runs derivatives
were obtained for each iteration bycomputing only one functionevaluation per variable. The percentageamount by which variables wereperturbed (0.01 percent) was not varied from iterationto iteration.Stewart [25] has proposeda more sophisticated way of computingnumeric derivatives whenusing gradient algorithms, but his methodwas not tried in this study. Forthe quadratic hill- climbing algorithm firstderivatives were alwaysobtained by computingtwo function evaluationsper variable, as thesecomputations had to be madeanyway to obtain the own secondderivatives, but thecross partial derivativeswere com- puted in two ways. Forone set of runs thecross partial derivatives were obtained by computing fourextra function evaluationsper set of two variables, and forthe other set of runs thederivatives were obtainedby computing onlyone extra
See Powell [23] foran excellent summary of Huangstheory. 0 See Davidori[7] and Fletcher and Powell[9]. '' SeePowell [23],p. 41.
12 SeePowell [23], equations (3i)and (32), p. 4i, fora presentation of this algorithm. 13 The Powelland quadratichlllcljmbjngalgorithms were programnied byStephen M. Goldfcld and Richard .E. Quandt. Thethree gradient algorithmswere programmed by ThomasRussell. '4Letf(a h? bea function of two vartablesThen the formulas thatwere used to obtain the Partial derivatise off withrespect to a for the tworuns are (fa + r.,b)-- rh))2 and (fh + rh) f(a, ho/C where= O.000lu or 0.00000! whicheveris larger. For all of theruns the problems were set up so that the solution valuesof the variables wouldbe between about 0.1and 10.0
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11function evaluation per set of two variables.'The reason two methods were
used to obtain derivatives for the gradient and quadratic hill-climbing algorithms
one more expensive but likely to be more accurate and one less expensive but
likely to be less accurate----was to see how sensitive the results were to the way
in which the derivatives were obtained. Box. [)avics, and Swaun [5], for example,
report that their experience is that "gradient methods employing numerical
differentiation are (with the exception of Stewart, 1967) usually inferior to the best
direct search methods, and therefore not recommended."The results in this
study do not confirm this view.
In the programs, the algorithms were taketi to have converged when the
absolute value of the difference between the value of each variable on successive
iterations was within a prescribed tolerance level. The Powell algorithm was
generally more sensitive to the particular tolerance level used than werethe gradient
and quadratic hill-climbing algorithms, and for the results in Section 4 two sets
of runs were obtained using the Powell algorithm, corresponding to two different
tolerance levels.
Studies that have been done comparing different computational algorithms
have tended to limit the size of the problems considered to 20 variables or less.
This is true, for example, of the comparisons in Bard [3]. Box [4]. Goldfeld and
Quandt [11], KOwalik and Osborne [16], Murtagh and Sargent [17], Pearson
[18], and Stewart [25]. Powell [22] reports that the DFP algorithm using analytic
derivatives has been successful for problems of size 100 and that his 1964 algorithm
and the DFP algorithm using numeric derivatives in the manner proposed by
Stewart have solved problems of size 20.1Wolfe [26] states that the upper limit
to the size of problems that can be solved in which derivatives can becalculated
analytically is around 100. For problems in which derivatives cannot be calculated,
Wolfe's diagram indicates that the upper limit is about 10.The results reported
below indicate that the upper limit to the size of problems that can be solved when
derivatives are not calculated analytically is much larger than 10 or 20. The largest
problem solved below was of size 239, arid a number of problems between size
59 and 100 were solved. In fact, one of the main reasons why the method proposed
in this paper appears feasible for most econometric models is the ease in which
algorithms appear to be able to solve large problems even when analytic derivatives
are not calculated.
4. AN EXAMPLE USING A LINEAR MODEL WITH AQUADRATIC
OBJECTIVEFUNCTION
The method proposed in Section 2 was first used to solve one of the optimal
control problems solved by Chow [6] for his nine-equation, linear econometric
Using the notation in footnote 14, the formula used for the own second derivatives is
(f(a + i, h) - 2f(a, hI *- fIt: .t:. b))s2. T1e two formulas used for the cross partial derivatives are
(f(a+e,h+ ,i)f(a E.h-4- i;)-f(a +E,h-11)+f(a-::,h --))4t and if(a4-s..h+ij)
flu h + ,) -ftu hj + f(a. b))isq.where= O.000lborO.00000I. whichever islarger. In thesecond
formula, values for f(a, b + ol and! (a + e. blare available from the own second derivativecalculations.
'Box, Davies, and Swann [5]. p. 32.
Powell [22]. p. 95
Wolfe [36], pp. xi-xii. It should be noted, however, that it is not clear from Wolfe's notes whether
for these particular figures Wolfe is also including problems in which there are inequality constraints.
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model The modelhas two controlvariables. ('how solvedvarious JO-period Optimal control problemscorresponding to diilreiit quadraticobtective functions (to be minimized)T}i problem chosento solve in this studyis the second problem in Table 3 of Chow [6].Two control variablesand ten periodsmeans that there are 20 variables to bedetermined The initial valuesfor the 20 variableswere chosen to bezero, although in practiceone could obviously Choose betterinitial values thaii these. Theresults of solving thisproblem are presentedin the first row of Table 1. Tworuns for the Powell algorithmare reported, one which used a tolerance level of 0.0005and one which useda tolerance level of 0.00001Two runs each for the gradientand quadratic hill-climbitigalgorithm are alsoreported, corresponding to the twoways oIcomputin derivatives.The lauer two algorithms used a tolerance levelof 0.00001
Powell's no-derivativealgorithm required 1687function evaluationsto attain the Optimumusing a tolerance level010.0005 and 2,633 functionevaluations Using a tolerance level of 0.00001.The value of theobjective functionat the stopping point was smaller for thesmaller tolerance level,but only bya very small amount. The correspondingvariable values for thetwo runs agreed to threesignificant digits, with the largestdifference being 0.00015(0.70272 vs. 0.70287).The gradient algorithm required 614function evaluationsto attain the optimumusing one function evaluationper derivative per variableand 1,033 functionevaluations using two. The valueof the objectivefunction at thestopping point wassmaller for the secondrun, but again by onlya very small amount. The
corresponding variable values forthese tworuns also agreed to threesignificant digits. The quadratic hill-climbingalgorithmrequired 929 functionevaluations to attain the optimum usingone function evaluationper cross derivative and3.209 function evaluations using four.For these tworuns the values of theobjective functionat the Stopping pointwere the same. The timeper function evaluationfor the ('how- model, JO-periodproblem was 0.0018 ofa second. The optimumobtained for this problemwas the same as Chowhad obtained
The optimalcontrol problem for theChow modelwas next madeprogressively larger by increasingthe time horizon.The largestproblem consideredwas a time horizon of 50periods, whichmeant that therewere 100 variablesto estimate. The results for 40,60, 80. and 100variables arepresented in rows 2through Sin Table Irespectively For thevarious problemsthe gradientalgorithm clearly dominated Powell's interms of speed ofconvergence. The use ofthe smaller tolerance level for thePowell algorithmincreased thenumber of functionevalua- tions considerablyand the values ofthe objectivefunctions at thestopping points were only slightly largerfor the largertolerance kvel.Likewise for thegradieni algorithm the valuesof the objectivefunctions at thestopping pointswere only slightly larger forthe fLiflS usingone function evaluationper derivative Forthe quadratic hill-climbingalgorithm noaccuracy at all was lostusing one funjon evaluation percross derivative Thequadratic hill-climbingalgorithm wasnot tried after 40parameters although theuse of the algorithmfor problemsof, say. size 100 is notcompletely out of thequestion. Using theless expensiveway of obtaining cross derivativesit requires O.5N2+ l.SN function
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































gto attain convergence, then roughly .20.600 function evaluat;ons Wouldbe requireti
to solve the 100-variable problem.
Adding extra periods for the Chow model in general hadlittle effecton the
optimal variable values of previous periods. so that, forexample, the answerto
the 60-variable problem was close to theanswer to the 80- or I 00-varithleproblem
for the first 60 variables. In view of this, theanswer to smaller problems should
he a good starting point for larger problems, andso to test this, the answerto the
60-variable problem was used asa starting point for the first 6() variables ofthe
80-variable problem. Starting points for the other20 variables were obtainedby
letting the values of the two control variablesgrow by 6 and 5 percent respectively
these figures being obtained by observing howthe control variableswere growing
in the answer to the 60-variable problem. Theresults of this test arepresented in row 6 of Table 1. For the gradient algorithmthe number of functionevaluations
was cut by about a factor of 3 (from 4.432to 1.396 and froni 8,517 to 2,842)a
substantial savings. For the Powell algorithmthe number of functionevaluations
was cut from 10,960 to 6,253 using the larger tolerancelevel and from 15,371to
6,253 using the smaller tolerance level.lii both cases for the Powellalgorithm, a
slightly smaller value of the objectivefunction was oblained by startingthe variable
values from zero.
As a final test using the Chow model,two other gradient algorithmswere tried for the 60-variable problem.The results are reported inrows 7 and 8 of
Table I. Neither algorithm workedas well as the rank one algorithm. TheDFP algorithm required about 1,554more function evaluations than did therank-one algorithm for the run usingone function evaluation per derivative.For the run using two function evaluationsper derivative, the DFP algorithm didnot quite attain the optimum.
5.AN EXAMPI!: USINGA NONLINEAR MODEL WITHA NON QUADRATIC
OIUEC'T!VE FUNCTION
The method of Section 2was next used to solve a morecomplicated optimal control problem. The modelused was the Fair model [8],less the monthly housing
starts sector. The model usedconsists of 19 equations, isnonlinear, has lags of LIP to eighth order, andwas estimated under theassumption of first-order serial correlation of most of theerror terms.' ' The initial periodwas taken to he 1962111 and the horizon for thevarious runs was either 10.20. 25. or 60 quarters. The number of controlvariables was varied betweenone and four. Government
spending was always takento be a control variable. Theother three variables that were Sometimes usedas control variableswere the leve! ofconst,mer sentiment, plant and equipmentinvestment expectations,and nonlai-m quarterly housing starts. These latter threevariables are clearlynot variables under the direct control of thegovernment, but for purposes ofillustrating the method ofsolution, there is no harm in treatingthem as if theywere. The objective functionwas deliberately chosen to benon-quadratic in the variablesof the model. Theobjective function
'
The coefficients were laker,from Table 11-4 in [8.
142(to be minimized)was:







where gis the rate of growth (at an annual rate) of theprivateoutputdeflator.
UR, is the unemployment rate, and the five ratios arethe ratios of durable con-
sumption, non-durable consumption, serviceconsumption. plant and equipment
investment, and housing investment to grossnational product respectively. The
slashes around UR - 0.030 denote the factthat UR, - 0.030.; was taken to be
equal to UR, - 0.030 if UR,0.030 and zero otherwise. In other words,welfare
was not improved for anunemployment rate below 0.030. but it was notdecreased
either, as a straight quadratic function wouldimply. The objective function is
non-quadratic in this respect, as well as in targetingratiosof the various com-
ponents of GNP to GNP itself.The rate of inflation and the unemployment rate
were weighted ten times moreheavily in the objective function than were the
ratios.It should be noted that the welfarefunction is not differentiable at
UR,=0.030. In the present case. however, theoptimum values of UR, were always
greater than 0.030, and the lackof differentiability at UR,=0.030 did not appear
to be a problem for thealgorithms for which numeric derivatives had tobe com-
puted. In general, if the lack of differentiabilityof either the model or the welfare
function appears to be important (as itmight be, for example, for models in which
capacity ceilings play an important role), thenalgorithms that do not require the
computation of derivatives may be better choicesthan those that do.
The results for the various runs using the Fairmodel are presented in Table 2.
The second control variable, the levelof consumer sentiment, does not enter the
model currently, but only with lags of one or moreperiods, so when this variable
was used as a controlvariable, the number of values of this variable tobe deter-
mined was one less than the number ofperiods. Except for lines 7 and 8, historic
values were used as starting points for thevalues of the control variables. Again.
two runs each for thegradient and quadratic hill-climbing algorithms arereported.
corresponding to the two ways of computingderivatives. The tolerance level used
for these two algorithms was 0.00005. Thetolerance level used for the Powell
algorithms was 0.000005.
From the results in Table 2, it can be seenthat the gradient algorithm worked
better than Powell's. The number offunction evaluations was usually less for the
gradient algorithm, and for the problemsof greater than 20 variables the Powell
algorithm did not quite attain the optimathat the gradient algorithm did. For
the 39- through 99-variable problems, thelargest differences between the variable
values computed by the Powell algorithmand the corresponding variable values
computed by the gradient algorithm were 26,8, 34, and 88 percent respectively.






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4algorithm (0.0000001 vs. 0.000005) to see if this resulted in a smaller value of the
objective function, hut the results were not improved using the smaller tolerance
levels. For the gradient algorithm the use of the less expensive way of obtaining
derivatives resulted in virtually no loss in accuracy for any of the runs. For the
quadratic hill-climbing algorithm the use of the less expensive way of computing
cross partial derivatives resulted in no loss in accuracy at all and, of course,
substantial savings on cost. For the problem of 4 control variables and 25 periods
(99 variables), the gradient algorithm using the less expensive way of computing
derivatives required 10,181 function evaluations and took about 3.4 minutes to
attain the optimum.
When the 79-variable problem was started from the answer to the 59-variable
problem plus historical values otherwise (line 8), the speed of convergence was
only slightly increased for the gradient algorithm. The number of function evalua-
tions fell from 7,314 to 7,047 for the one run and from 12,807 to 12.793 for the
other. The number of function evaluations fell substantially for the Powell
algorithm, but the optimum was still not attained.
When the other two gradient algorithms were tried for the 59-variable
problem (lines 9 and 10). the results were virtually the same as for the rank one
algorithm. For this problem there is nothing to choose among the three algorithms.
The largest problem tried for the Fair model was four control variables and
60 periods (1962111-197711) for a total of 239 variables. The answer to the 99-
variable problem was used as a starting point plus historical or extrapolated
values otherwise. Only the gradient algorithm using the less expensive way of
obtaining derivatives was tried for this problem. The program was allowed to
run for approximately 20 minutes. At the end of 20 minutes and 104 iterations,
the value of the objective function was changing only in the eighth decimal place
between iterations and the largest difference between any corresponding parameter
values on the last two iterations was 0.0007. The value of the objective function at
the starting point was 0.80730797 and the value after 104 iterations was 0.58885958.
The starting point turned out to be fairly far away fromthe stopping point, with
unemployment rates of about 7 percent near the end of the horizon compared
with the stopping-point values of around 5 percent. The stopping-point values
for the 239-variable problem appeared to be in line with what would be expected
from observing the answers to the smaller problems. The Powell algorithm was
started from the values attained by the gradient algorithm on the 53rd iteration
(an objective-function value of 0.58890611) to see if it would go anywhere. A
tolerance level of 0.000005 was used. The algorithm went one iteration, lowered
the objective function to 0.58890571. and stopped (the convergence criterion
having been met for all parameters). a clear failure in view of the value obtained
by the gradient algorithm. One other result is also of interest to note here. The
gradient algorithm was also started from the values attained on the 53rd iteration.
A tolerance level of 000005 was used. The algorithm went one iteration, lowered
the objective function to 0.58890575, and stopped (the convergence criterion having
been met), also a clear failure. By starting the gradient algorithm over on the 53rd
iteration, one lost the approximation to the inverse of the matrix of second partial
derivatives that had been developed over 53 iterations, which in the present case
was obviously quite important. A similar result occurred when experimenting
145with the 99-variable problem. These results suggest that ifone contemplates having
to restart the gradient algorithm for one reason or another (likerUnning Out of time
on the computer), one ought to save the lalet approximationto the inverse of
the matrix ol second partial derivatives to he used whenthe algorithm isrestarted
The results also suggest, oddly enough. that when usingthe gradient algorithm
one ought not to start the algorithm too close to the (presumed)optimum for fear
that the algorithm will get stuck before it has a chanceto build up a good approxi-
mation to the inverse of the matrix of second partialderivatives.
The answers to the problems for the Fair modelwere characterized bya
large value ofgovernment spending in the first period(compared with the historical
value) and large values near the end of the time horizon.In the model employment
responds faster to government spending than does theprice level, and so the
relatively large values ofgovernment spending for the last few periodsof the
horizon are taking advantage of this factand lowering the unemploymentrate
without having too much effecton the price level.2" The large value ofspending in
the first period is apparently designedto lower the unemploymentrate quickly
from its relatively high historic level. Excludingbeginning and ending effects,the
particular objective function used resultedin an unemploymentrate of about
5.0 percent and an annualrate of inflation of about 2.2 percent. ThelP1GNp
and lIiijGNPr ratios weremet almost exactly when plant andequipment invest-
ment expectations and housing startswere used as control variables,as would he
expected. The three consumption ratioswere not met as exactly whenconsumer sentiment was usedas a control variable since in thiscase there was, in effect,
only one main control variableinfluencing three ratios.
In Table 3 are presented estimatesfor each run in 'fables I and2 of the per-
centage of time that wasspent doing function evaluations. Theestimates were
obtained by multiplying the timeper function evaluation by the number offunction
evaluations and dividing this figureby the total time for the job.For the Fair
model abnormal exits sometimesoccurred from the function-eviIuationprogram (before all of the computationswere performed), which causessome of the per-
centages for the Fair model in Table3 to be too high. Abnormalexits occur when
variable values imply that thelogarithm of a negative numbershould be taken. The estimates in Table 3are also subject to error forreasons that have to do with the way that computationtime in thecomputer is estimated. In general, the
percentages are quite high in Table 3.indicating the importance ofwriting efficient programs for evaluating functions.
6. AN EVALUATIONOF TIlE PRACTJCAL USEFULNESSOF THE METHOD
The results in Sections4 and 5 arevery encouraging as to the feasibility of using the methodproposed in Section 2even lot' large-scale models. Fora 20. period problem thel9-equation Fair model takes0.0148 of a secondper function evaluation on the IBM 360-91computer. The Fair modelcan be solved without
20 Toavoid undesirable end-pointeffects in practice,one can always extend the horizona few periods beyond the actual horizonof interest. For the Fairmodel it appeared that the horizon should be lengthened by about Squarters. Because of the end-pointeffects, the last few answersto the 99-variable problem for each controlvariable were not usedas starting points for the 239-variableproblem
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TABLE 3
ES1tMAiIS 01 P1RcI;NrA;FiTioi SI'INl DOINOFU,crIuN Fv.l1JAi IONS
From Table I
From Table 2
the use of the Seidel method since the nonlinear part of themodel is recursive.
If a 100.equation model could be solved in the same way,it should take only
about five times longer to solve this model titan ittakes to solve the Fair model
since the number of computations per equation is notlikely o vary much from
model to model. Econometric models tend to be largerbecause of more equations
and not because of more variables per equation. If theSeidel method must be
used to solve a model and if for each iteration for eachperiod the entire model
must be passed through, then the cost persolution of the model is increased in
proportion to the number of iterations that are required tosolve the model each
period. If, for example, it takes five iterations to solve a100-equation model each
period, it should take about 25 times longer to solve thismodel than it takes to
solve the Fair model. Since algorithms that do not requirederivatives or for which
derivatives are computed numerically spend mostof their time doing function
evaluations, the total time that it takes to solve acontrol problem for a 100-
equation model that requires five iterations per solutionof the model should he
about 25 times greater for the same problem than thecorresponding time in Table 2
for the Fair model. A 20-period problem with onecontrol variable should thus
take about 2.0 minutes using the gradient algorithmand the less expensive way
147
Powell Gradient Hill-ClimbIng
Row (1) (2) (Ii (2) (I) (2)
93 97 83 95 52 82
2 93 95 83 93 53 79
3 94 90 83 91 --
4 90 92 87 90
5 97 95 86 91
6 98 98 78 94 -




(I) (2) (1) (2)
1 96 87 90 83 91
2 97 95 97 89 91
3 97 97 101 77 91
4 98 97 96 -
5 100 95 96 --
6 100 90 92
7 95
8 99 94 96
9 -- 97 96
10 97 97of obtaining derivatives (25< 4.7seconds). A 20-period problemwith two
control variahks should take about X.7 minutes (2520.83 ecoiidsj Theproblem offourcontrol variablesand 25 penodsshouldtakeahout 85.2 minutes(25x 204.47 seconds).
Although the times just mentionedare riot completely out of therange of
practicaIit, it is possible that in practice the timescan he substantially cut dowfl,
First, good starting pointscan be quite important, and significant timemay he saved by first solving a small problem (sayone control variable), using theanswer to this problem as a starling point fora somewhat larger problem (say twocontrol variables), and SO on, buildingup to the largest problem that onewants to consi(Ier
Also, once one has solveda particular optimal control problemonce, the answer
to this problem may be a good starting pointfor a slightly differentprohleii (say, a slight change in the objective function). In otherwords, it may not hetoo costly to experiment with different objective functionsor a slightly different specificatjor
of the model once one solutionto a particular problem has beenobtained. It may also he the case that froma welfare point of view or from thepoint of view of feasibility one wants to keep thecontrol variables within certainhounds. This can be done by including control variables inthe objective function andpenalizing deviations of the values of thecontrol variables from targetvalues, If this is done, one has a natural starting point for thecontrol variables--thetarget valuesand this may significantly increasethe speed of convergence ofthe algorithm being used, in addition perhaps todecreasing the likelihood thatthe algorithm goesto a local but not the global optimum.
A second way in whichmuch time might be saved bymodels that need to he solved by the Seidel methodis by choosing good initialvalues of the endogenous variables to begin the solutionof the model each period.Since most algorithms
perturb the variables (in thepresence case, the values of the controlvariables) only a slight amount between functionevaluations, particularly whenderivatives are being computed,a good choice for the initial valuesof the cndogenous variables is likely to be the solutionvalues obtained in theprocess of computing the previous
function evaluation, It ispossible that this choicecan cut the nutnher of iterations
needed per solution of themodel per period totwo or three, which would greatly save on cost.
A third way in which timecan he sacd is to write theprograni that does function evaluations insuch a way thatno computations are performedother than those thatare absolutely needed in goingfront values of the controlvariables to the value of the objectivefunction, For example,any sets of calculations using exogenous variables thatare not changed asa result of changes in the values of the control variablesshould not he donein the function -evaluationprog- ram, hut only once beforethe solution of theoptimal control problembegins. This kind of efficientprogramming was not clone forthe results in TablesI and 2.
If for a IOO-equationmodel one could, byfollowing the above suggestions, cut the number of iterationsusing the Seidelmethod to an average of 2.5and could further cut thetime per functionevaluation by 25percent, then the times quoted above (2.0,8.7, and 85.2 minutes)would he cut to 0.75, 3.3,and 32.0 minutes respectively Thesetimes may he furthercut by a factor of 2 ormore
148by better choices of initial parameter values than those used for the resultsin
Table2.21
in terms of the sii.e of the piolikitis that the method proposed inthis paper
can handle. there is an obvious tradeoffbetween the size of the model, the nuniher
of control variables, and the length of the decision horizon, it ishard to establish
any precise rules as to what problems arepractical to solve and what arc not
because no two niodels and problems are the same. Furthermore, for sonic
problems one algorithm may work best and for others another mayork best.
Each person must to sonic extent determine for oneself throughexperimentation
the practical limits to the size of problems that one cansolve. Nevertheless, the
results in this study can give some indication of the likely cost of variousproblems.
One important question in this regard is how rapidly thenumber of function
evaluations increases as the number of variables to he estimated increases.From
the results in TablesI and 2 one can compute the extra number of function
evaluations required per additional variable (AFE;AN, where FE is thenumber
of function evaluations and N is the number of variables) and observehow this
quantity varies as the total number of variables varies. These computations are
presented in Table 4. For the quadratic hill-climbing algorithm. AFE ANclearly
increases as N increases since the number of function evaluationsrequired to
compute first and second derivatives per iterationincreases as the square of N.
From the results for the Chow model there is only a slight tendencyfor AFEAN
to increase asNincreases for the Powell and gradient algorithms. From the results
for the Fair model there is somewhat more of a tendencyin this direction for the
two algorithms, but this tendency is far from beinguniform. In general, the results
in Table 4 indicate that there is only a slight tendency forAFE1AN to increase as
N increases for the Powell and gradient algorithms.
The time required per function evaluation should be roughlyproportional
to the number of periods times the numberof equations in the model times the
number of Seidel iterations required to solve the model. The timerequired to
solve a control problem is roughly equal to the time required perfunction evalua-
tion times the number offunction evaluations. If the numberof function evaluations
varies only in proportion to the number of variables (AFE/AN notincreasing
asNincreases), then the time required to solve a control problemshould he
roughly proportional to the square of the number of periods times thenumber of
control variables times the number of equations times the number ofSeidel
iterations. In this case, if the number of Seidel iterations required to solve amodel
does not increase as the number of equations of the model increases, thenthe time
21Albert Ando has communicated to the author a "conservative" estimate thatfor the solution
of the 200-equation FMP model it takes about 0.00500 of a second per iteration perperiod on an IBM
370-165 computer. This figure compares with 0.00072 for the solution of the t9-equationFair model
(divide 0.0072 in Table 2 by 10). Since the FMP model has 10.5 tImes more equationsthan the Fair
model, one would expect the time per iteration per period to be about 10.5 times greaierfor the FMP
model. The figure supplied by Ando indicates that the time is only 6.9 limes greater.Ando's results
thus suggest that the times cited in the text above may be too conservailve. It shouldalso be noted
that Ando's results are for a program that was not written with optimalcontrol problems in mind.
The FMP model usually takes between 10 and 15 iterations to solve per period usingthe Scidet
method. However, the values used as initial values for the endogenous variables are thesolution values
of the previous quarter. and. as suggested above, in an optimal-control context oneshould be able to
do much better than this.
149lABLE 4
V.iui:s 1)1 Al F AN
From Table I
From Table 2
N = number of variables. FE= number of function evaluations.
The 239-variable run was started froma more accurate point than the others andwas terminated
at a tolerance level of only .0007 versus .00005 for theothers.
required to solve a control problemshould increase only in proportionto the increase in the number ofequations. Otherwise, the time willincrease more than in proportion to the increase inthe number of equations.22The time required to solve a control probletn isproportional to the squcire of the numberof periods
because an increase in thenumber of periods increases boththe number of variables and the time requiredper function evaluation. Jfthe numberoffunctioti evaluations
increases more than inproportion to the number of variables,then the time required to solve a control problem willincrease more than inproportion to the increase in the square of the numberof periods times the numberof control variables.
Barring further results,some tentative conclusionscan be drawn from the results in this studyas to the size of problems that itappears feasible to solve using the method discussed inSection 2. For models ofabout 20 equations, it appears quite practical to solveproblems in which the productof the number of control variables and thenumber of periods isgreater than 100. For models of about 100 equations,aproduct of 100 is probablywithin the range of practicality. For models of about 200equations, a product of 60may be close to the limit of practicality. The use of goodstarting points and efficientprogramming may, of course, greatly extendeven these limits. Sincemost econometric models do not




































































79 20 246.7 248.5 401.0
99 20 115.5 143.4 341.2
239 140 - I10.6exceed 200 equations and since the number ofcontrol variables in any one model
can usually he kept under, say,five without seriously restricting theproblem, the
method considered in this paper should beable to handle most problems of interest
to policy makers who useeconometric models in theirdecision-making process.
It should also be noted that themethod considered in this paper requiresrelatively
little human effort. All one has to do is write a programto solve the model and com-
pute the objective function. Noderivatives are required, no analyticapproxima-
tions have to be made, and the modeldoes not have to be set up in anyspecial form.
The results in Tables I and 2 indicatethat the gradient algorithm using the
less expensive way of obtainingderivatives is the most efficient. Slightly more
accuracy maybe obtained byusing the niore expensive way ofobtaining derivatives
or by using the quadratichill-climbing algorithm, but in general thisincreased
accuracy is not likely to beworth the cost. For the quadratic hill-climbingalgorithm
no accuracy was gained usingthe more expensive way of computing crosspartial
derivatives, and so this way is notrecommended. The Powell algorithm was
generally more expensive than the gradientalgorithm, and for the Fair model it
had a tendency to get close to but notquite to the optimum. The results inthe
two tables do, of course,indicate that quite large problems can besolved even
when derivatives are obtainednumerically. In practice, it may be desirable,after
having attained an answer from onealgorithm, to start another algorithm from
this answer to be more certain thatthe true optimum has beenattained. The
quadratic hill-climbing algorithm, whilebeing the most expensive for large
problems, is likely to be the mostrobust to attaining the true optimum.
7. STOCHASTIC MODELS
In the case ofa linear model withadditive error terms and a quadraticobjective
function it is well known that solving thedeterministic control problem derived
by setting the error terms totheir expected values will provide theoptimal first-
period control values for the stochastic,closed-loop, feedback control problem.
Therefore, if one solves the deterministiccontrol problem each period, after
observations on the state of the systemfor the previous period becomeavailable,
one will over time makethe same decisions regarding the currentvalues of the
control variables (i.e., the values of thecontrol variables that the decision maker
actually sets) as would be made by onewho had solved the stochastic,closed-loop,
feedback control problem explicitly in termsof feedback equations. To this extent.
feedback equations need not beobtained, and one can concentrate onsolving
deterministic control problems asconsidered in the previous sections ofthis
paper.23 For most economic applicationssufficient time is usually available to
recompute the entire sequence ofoptimal controls each period.
For nonlinear models the first-periodcertainty-equivalence property does not
hold. One procedure that might befollowed in this situation is merely to treat
the nonlinear-model case in the same way asone would treat thelinear-model case,
i.e., setting error terms to their expectedvalues, and solve the deterministiccontrol
23Knowledge of feedback equations for aparticular model may aid one in understandingthe
dynamic properties and other characteristicsof the model, and for this reason it may beuseful to
compute feedback equations eventhough they are not actually needed for thesolution of the optimal
control problem.
151problem each period. This procedure is probably the one most often used in practice
for solving nonlinear models, although Howrev and Kelejian 114] have shownthat
solving a ilotilitleat inode by seltilig [lie coot tetitis equal to their eXpectedvalues
is not equivalent to solving the reduced-form equations of the model.
For a nonlinear model the mean values of the endogenous variablescart be
obtained by means of stochastic simulation. A number of drawings from thejoint
probability distribution of the error terms can be taken, and for each drawingone
can obtain by solving the model a set of values for the endogenous variables.
The mean value for each endogenous variable can then he computedas the
average of the values obtained from solving the model for the various drawings.
Using the procedure of stochastic simulation, it may he possible for relatively
small problems to obtain optimal open-loop controls for nonlinear,stochastic
models in a manner similar to that done above for nonlinear, deterministicmodels.
Say the aim were to maximize the expected value of the objective function. For
each choice ofcontrol values, one could compute by means ofsochasticsimulation
the mean value of W. The computed mean value of W would be the valuereturned
to the maxinlmzatioiì algorithm, and the algorithm would he used in the usual
way in an attempt to find that set of control values for which themean value of
W were at a rnaximuni. Each function evaluation in thestochastic case would
correspond to an entire stochastic simulation. If, for example, 50 drawingsfrom
the joint probability distribution of the error termswere needed to obtain an
adequate approximation to the expected value of W. thenapproximately 50
times more time would be neededper function evaluation for the stochastic
problem then for the deterministic problem. Even though thecost IS 111gb for the
stochastic problem, it may be feasible for small problemsto carry out the above
suggestion. If one did carry out the above suggestion and foundthe optimum and
ii one recomputed the entiresequence ofoptinial controls each period, one would
over time make the same decisions regarding the current values ofthe control
variables as would be made by one who had solved thestochastic, open-loop.
feedback control probleni explicitly interms of feedback equations.
For the control problem for nonlinear,stochastic models, Athans [1], [2] has
suggested first solving the deterministic control problem(tile deterministic problem
being obtained by setting the error terms equalto their expected values) and then
linearizing around the deterministic-controlpaths to obtain linear feedback
equations around the paths. The aim isover time to keep the actual paths close to
the deterministic-control paths. WhileAthans' suggestion may be useful for
engineering applications, where reoptimizationeach period may not he feasible.
tile suggestion is likely to be of lessuse for economic applications. Ilsuflicient time
is available to reoptimize each period,then it is much more straightforward justto
solve the deterministic control problemeach period.24 The results in this paper
These remarks should not be Interpretedas meaning that Athans would necessarily disagree
with them. For example. Athans ri.p. 449, has stated "it should he stressed that trends in stochastic
control research by engineers has been greatlyinfluenced b two factors: (al a need to minimize on-line
computations, and Ib) the requtrenienis inmany aerospace applications that the control system be realized b analog hardware.
In economic applications theserequirenIerlts are not present, since the time period between
decisions does allow for extensive digitalcomputer calculations. Thus, one does have the luxury of
examining more sophlsi)cated decision andcontrol algorithms, which hoxever haxe increasedcom- putational requirements."
152certainlyindicate thatitis feasible to reoptlnhi/e each period when, say.the
period isa month or a quarter. The procedureof reoptimizing each period IS atso
somewhat more appealing on intuitive grounds thanAthans' procedure.If
stochastic simulation is ruled out, then both procedures arebased on the incorrect
practice of setting error terms equal to their expectedvalues. If one follows Athans'
procedure. however, further approximations have to hemade that do not have to
be made if one reoptimizes each period.
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